Topics: IP for Broadcast, Colour Theory, AI, VR, Remote Broadcast and more

Date: Tuesday, February 11, 2020
Time: 7:00pm (Free Pizza & Pop Dinner is provided at 6:00pm / No breaks) (Exterior doors lock at 7PM)

Location: Rogers Communications Centre - Ryerson University Room RCC204 – Eaton Lecture Theatre, 80 Gould Street

Arranged By: Richard Grunberg, Nadia Aftab
Sponsor: TTC (Toronto Technical Conference) 2020, SMPTE Toronto Section

SMPTE Toronto would like to announce a special “youth” meeting designed primarily to educate and engage student members of the media production community.

The following topics will be presented -:
- General intro - What SMPTE is and does by Tony Meerakker (Consultant)
- SMPTE standards a basic guide by Tony Meerakker (Consultant)
- IP for broadcast / mediacast... made easy by Ryan Morris (Arista)
- Colour Theory in television (rec 2020, HDR…etc) by Peter Armstrong (TPH)
- SMPTE colour charting by David Corley (DSC Labs)
- AI and how it relates to broadcast and streaming by Gloria Lee (Graymeta)
- Virtual and Immersive worlds in broadcast by Cliff Lavalee (TFO)
- Future of Broadcasting by Mary Ellen Carlyle (SVP Dome)

To our regular members and guest attendees. We want to encourage a great turnout for this meeting. This will be a great opportunity to network with students to discuss what SMPTE means to you, your industry experiences and offer guidance to their career goals.

Please note the earlier scheduled time for our networking, social, pizza and pop dinner.

The SMPTE Board of Managers will meet in the Ryerson room RCC102 (street level) at 5 PM.

Pizza & Pop Dinner is provided at 6:00pm, there is no break between presentations

Are you a SMPTE Member? Join or Renew at https://www.smpte.org/join